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In what appears to be the final major act in his restructuring of the Armed Forces high command,
President Carlos Flores removed Col. Rodolfo Interiano as army chief. Interiano had been the focus
of discontent in the officer corps ever since assuming the post (see NotiCen, 1999-02-11).
Following a reported internal revolt in July against Interiano and direct refusal by the Estado Major
Conjunto to obey an order from the Defense Minister, the president transferred several officers and
replaced the Estado Mayor chief with the head of his personal guard, Col. Daniel Lopez Carballo
(see NotiCen, 1999-08-05). Interiano was removed Aug. 4, one day after Lopez Carballo took over.
Interiano said he received word from Defense Minister Eduardo Dumas and Lopez Carballo that
he was being replaced by Col. Jose Isaias Barahona. Interiano will take over as head of the army's
command school.
The administration called the change "routine," but observers suggested the transfer was aimed
at eliminating the hostility within the high command caused when Interiano was promoted to his
position ahead of officers who belonged to the next higher range of seniority. Most new appointees
appear to belong to the higher seniority range. Armed Forces spokesman Danilo Soto Ponce
stressed that the appointees were assigned to posts that correspond to their seniority and place in
the hierarchy. He said that, with this latest personnel change, the Armed Forces would return to
normality.
In another change, Col. Cesar Antunez, who first revealed the attempted coup against Interiano
in July, was promoted from the faculty of the Colegio de Defensa to director of Intelligence in the
Estado Major Conjunto. Two officers who were punished for allegedly allowing the attempted July
revolt to go forward were returned to their posts. The removal of Col. Francisco Lima Bueso as chief
of Operaciones and Col. Jorge Estrada as head of counterintelligence became the focal point of the
dispute between the high command and Minister Dumas. During the ceremony transferring army
command to Barahona, Interiano expressed his obedience and subordination to the president while
Lopez Carballo underscored the routine nature of the "rotations." [Sources: Notimex, 08/04/99, La
Prensa (Honduras), 08/05/99]
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